MONDAY MORNING:
JAVA JUNKY JONESING
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This morning will not launch
without coffee. I don’t care how
you deliver it, just bring it or
nothing will start and finish
today without it.
Need more of it than usual given the wacky stuff
I’ve been reading into the wee hours over the
weekend — like this stuff:
Former DHS Secretary now University of
California prez surveils staff emails
Holy cats. This is ugly. After an alleged
network security breach in June last year at
UCLA’s medical center, an outside party was
contracted by University of California president
Janet Napolitano to monitor networks at all of
University of California’s campuses. Collection
of content both inbound and outbound, in
violation of UoC-Berkeley’s IT policy, is
alleged. UCOP has been opaque about the reason
for the monitoring or data collection. Keep an
eye on this case.
DDoS attack on HSBC crimps UK freelancers’ tax
filing
The end of January in the United Kingdom is the
filing deadline for the self-employed.
Unfortunately, those who banked with HSBC lost
access to their records for roughly four hours
on Friday due to a distributed denial of service

(DDoS) attack. It’s the second service outage
inside a month for HSBC. The last outage lasted
roughly two days but was not attributed to a
DDoS.

If UK lawmakers were testy after the

first outage in January, they’re going to be
ugly today.
Oil crash: massive wealth transfer, or increased
dependency on oil?
Francisco Blanch, Commodities and Derivatives
Strategist at BofA Merrill Lynch, claims
plummeting oil prices have transferred roughly
$3 trillion to consumers away from oil
producers, and the resulting uptick in
consumption will spur the economy. This
assumption neatly ignores the likelihood
consumers will have to pay one way or another
for increasing losses due to unchecked climate
change. Buying more insurance against weather
damage and paying more taxes to replace
infrastructure, as well as paying more for food
due to crop losses won’t stimulate anything but
consumer frustration.
War of words inside military about F-35’s
readiness
In a December memo, the Defense Department’s
director of operational test and evaluation
Michael Gilmore wrote that the Joint Program
Office’s July 2017 deadline for the F-35 jet’s
full warfighting capability is “not realistic.”
Software completion, testing and debugging is
the risk. Folks in JPO are pushing back, with at
least one official grousing online. So not cool,
JPO. Address the concerns and then get to work
on that software. Americans are paying for a
working jet, not trash talk on Facebook.
Speaking of military…Sonic boom(s) caused minor
earthquake in New Jersey
Just for fun, browse through a Twitter search
for tweets from last Friday. Something caused
more than one sonic boom — perhaps as many as
nine — loud enough to register as an earthquake
on USGS’ meters. At first, the military said it
knew nothing about it, claiming there are no
training exercises or other missions in the

area. NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility-Virginia,
Federal Aviation Administration, and the North
American Aerospace Defense Command had no
knowledge of flights in the area capable of
generating sonic booms. But then the Navy piped
up later, saying the Naval Test Wing Atlantic
had been conducting test flights. Though not
named, the F-35 fighter is believed to be the
source of the booms. Were JPO and Lockheed
Martin trying to make a rather loud and
indiscreet point?
Or were the sonic booms due to some other
unknown/unspecified cause, given Joint Base
McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst’s inability to explain the
booms when asked? USGS’ website is still taking
feedback from folks in New Jersey — did you feel
the earth move, too?
Time to taper off from espresso and move to an
Americano. Hope your Monday is as caffeinated as
you need it to be.

